
Abstract—Personnel protection devices are cardinal in safety
hazard applications.  They are widely used in home, office and in
industry environments to reduce the risk of lethal shock to human
being and equipment safety. This paper briefly reviews various
personnel protection devices also describes the basic working
principle of conventional ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) or
ground fault isolator (GFI), its disadvantages and ways to overcome
the disadvantages with solid-state relay (SSR) based GFI with
ultrafast response up on fault implemented in printed circuit board.
This solid state GFI comprises discrete MOSFET based alternating
current (AC) switches, linear optical amplifier, photovoltaic isolator
and sense resistor. In conventional GFI, current transformer is
employed as a sensing element to detect the difference in current
flow between live and neutral conductor. If there is no fault in
equipment powered through GFI, due to insulation failure of internal
wires and windings of motors, both live and neutral currents will be
equal in magnitude and opposite in phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HERE are number of devices available for prevention of
electric shock. These devices are known as personnel

protection devices referred in [1]. These devices are listed as
follows: appliance leakage circuit interrupter (ALCI),
immersion detection circuit interrupter (IDCI), grounding
detector (GDT) and GFI. Among those devices, GFI is widely
used to prevent from electric hazards to prevent from
electrocution. If a person accidently touches a part of any
portable electric tools such as drilling machine, vacuum
cleaner, and electric iron with any electrical leakage through
metallic part causing persistent leakage current to earth, GFI
will prevent from electric shock by isolating the incoming AC
supply to device. Even a few milliamperes of leakage current
through human being will cause lethal shock. The perception
of electric shock may be minor and some time it may leads to
ventricular fibrillation. Based on the allowable leakage current
and its threshold, Underwriters Laboratories (UL) specifies
different classes of GFI [1]. It is important to note that GFI
will not limit the magnitude of fault current irrespective of the
nature of fault, whether it may be due to leakage to earth or it
may be due to short circuit. Therefore, it is possible for a
person to receive a shock on a circuit protected by a GFI. The
magnitude of any fault current is limited by the supply voltage
and the impedance in the fault circuit.
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Unfortunately in majority of the cases, human being is the
principal impedance source, and the magnitude of the shock
can therefore vary considerably, depending on the condition of
the skin, contact area, body weight, and current path through
the body.  In [1], it is indicated that 500Ω is the nominal
impedance value for 120V system, the fault current flowing
through human being may be around 500mA.  But human
being can only withstand the current range between 0.05-
0.5mA without impairing the ability to let go. UL typically
requires that leakage levels on tools and appliances must be
less than 0.5mA (about one-tenth the level necessary to trip a
GFI). Current through human body in the range of 2-5mA can
produce involuntary muscular reaction causing to physical
injury.  A current level slightly higher than 6mA can create
serious injury and consequently UL sets upper trip level for
GFI as 6mA based on ability to let go from source or part of
the faulty equipment which is leaking current through human
body. This Paper reviews the existing personal protection
devices in section II and particularly conventional GFI, merits
and demerits. Section III describes solid-sate equivalent of
GFI by replacing the electromechanical relay (EMR) with
MOSFETs and differential current transformer will be
replaced by sense resistors.

II. PERSONNEL PROTECTION DEVICES

A. Immersion Detection Circuit Interrupter (IDCI)

Nowadays we are using many products having direct or
indirect contact with water. If any product is accidently
dropped into water, then there will be multiple current paths
through water and body. The magnitude of the current
depends on the internal geometry of the devise, conductivity
of the water, and the proximity of the person to the live parts
of the device and water. The immersion-detection circuit-
interrupter is the device that interrupts the electric circuit to an
appliance in the event of an accidental immersion of the
appliance. The UL 1664 specifies standard for these kinds of
immersion detection circuit interrupters to be effective for
protection. Although the sensing mechanism of the IDCI
might be different from that of a GFCI, it is still required to
limit the shock current to time and magnitude levels based on
the physiological effects of current through the body.

A simplified IDCI circuit diagram is shown in Figure 1. It
consists of an EMR with double pole contact, relay coil and its
relay driver with adequate driving strength need to drive relay.
A sensing lead is connected to the relay driver through current
limiting impedance that limits the current flow if the sense
wire is directly shorted to the line conductor.

During accidental immersion, water conducts current
between line conductors and sense lead and current flows into
the relay driver to trigger the relay to open the contacts.
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UL 1664 requires an IDCI to have the 
trip time calibration as a GFCI.

Fig. 1 Simplified Immersion Detection C

B. Appliance Leakage Circuit Interrupte

The key requirements of GFCI specif
standard 943 are open neutral protection a
protection over a wide temperature ra
control.  In some of the appliance applicat
two prong cord system, there may not b
these features and may be redundant.

For this reason, the ALCI has bee
simplified version of GFCI. The operating 
versus-current calibration requirements 
identical to those of a GFCI.

C.Grounding Detector

Another important personnel protecti
Grounding detector (GDT) reported in [4]
of GDT is that, it continuously monitors
housing in event of failure of electrical i
appliance and broken ground condition, th
detects this hazardous condition and take
by disconnecting the AC power from the h
and give indication.

In this case, housing of appliance becom
but GFI will take corrective action only, i
physical contact with or electrically hot ap
the flow of ground fault current. The
independent reference ground potential
normally grounded conductor and AC l
provide a reference potential.

This is because, which wire is live depe
of the AC plug in the receptacle in two pro
reference potential is generated by mak
capacitance effect of conductive shapes
copper metal plate of dimension 1.0 times 
this purpose. Figure 2 shows the schem
GDT comprising of live wire detector circ
status detector circuit, timer, normally 
contact, double pole double throw polarity 
network and neon lamp-cadmium sulfid
assembly. The utility power is applied to 
equipment through normally open contac
and directly to ground status detector circu

e same current versus

 Circuit Interrupter

pter (ALCI)

cified in standard UL
 and grounded neutral

 range for appliance
cations, for example in
t be a need for all of

een developed as a
ng principles and time-
ts of an ALCI are

ction device is that
[4]. The salient feature
ors the voltage rise in
l insulation inside the
 the GDT immediately
akes corrective action,
e hazardous appliance,

comes electrically hot,
, if a human comes in

t appliance resulting in
e GDT generates an
l with respect to the
 line is not used to

epends on the position
prong power cord. The
aking use of isolated
es. An aluminum or

es 1.45 inch is used for
matic diagram of the
ircuit and ground wire
ly open power relay
ity reversing relay, star
fide(CdS) optoisolator
to GDT device and to
tacts of the contactor
cuit.

The ground wire is directl
the equipment, sensing lead
equipment metal enclosure to 
network and double-pole d
relay alternatively connects e
the neon lamp of neon lamp-C
time the other electrode of th
reference ground plate. Rela
detection circuit up on its dec
terminal is identified, the vol
determine the voltage on the
resistors are specifically selec
determination as to whether th
earth ground, or is floating, or
This determination is made b
junction point of resistors form

Fig. 2 Grou

D.Ground Fault Isolator (G

A conventional GFI is show
a differential current transfo
flowing in both live and neutr
wound on a special type stee
line and neutral conductors. C
similar kind of current tran
encloses only one conductor 
and secondary coil produce vo
In GFI, ideally both currents 
the practical cases there will 
be caused by grounded tools
current. Also, a differential 
causes such as conductor and
another ungrounded conduct
between the ungrounded circu

If a ground fault exists wit
ground and not returning 
transformer, then the sum of
and neutral will not be z
transformer will induce a vo
leakage. UL specifies a stand
afford the protection against
comply with the formula given

43.1
20

I
T

ctly connected to the enclosure of
ead is also connected from the
 to one end of the resistor in the star
 double-throw polarity reversing
s each terminal to one electrode of
p-CdS optoisolator assembly, same
f the neon lamp is connected to a
elay coil is operated by live wire
decision of live wire. Once the hot
voltage at the star point is used to
the metal housing. The star-point
lected to allow the GDT to make a
r the metal housing is connected to
, or is connected to the hot terminal.
e by measuring the voltage at the
orming the star or Y network.

ounding Detector

 (GFI)

hown in Figure 3, is equipped with
sformer which senses the current
utral conductor by using sense coil

steel alloy [2], which encloses the
. Clamp meters are also employing
ansformer except the fact that it
or which will acts as primary coil
 voltage proportional to the current.
ts should be equal, but in most of

ill be small differential current can
ols and appliances due to leakage
ial current can result from other
nd ground sharing the neutral with
uctor or from capacitive leakage
rcuits.

ith some of the current flowing to
ng on the neutral through the
 of the current flowing on the hot
 zero. In this case differential
voltage proportional to the current
ndard for GFI (UL943) in order to
nst electric shock. All GFI must
ven below.

(1)
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Where T is trip time in seconds, and I is
milliamperes.

This formula is based on the physiologic
body model.  Based on that fact for low lev
response time may be in the order of fe
relatively high fault current, the GFI sho
with few tens of milliseconds. The GFI's
then measures its magnitude. If it reach
level (the GFI trip threshold) for a given
causes the trip coil to isolate the circuit.
available for temporary power outlet 
permanent wiring of the building; UL als
code of practice for installation, testing a
GFI. However, conventional GFIs a
electromechanical relay (EMR) and this ty
distinctive disadvantage because of its slug
volume, and contact bounce and chatteri
that, the amount of induced electromotive
depends upon the distance between th
conductor and center of sense coil. Finall
GFI cannot prevent non-ground induced 
will happen, if a person is nicely elevated f
he touches both line and neutral accidently

Fig. 3 Ground Fault Isolato

III. SOLID STATE MOSFET BASED G
RESISTOR

A basic GFI schematic comprising of s
of MOSFETs configured as AC switch sol
is shown in Figure 4. As opposed to conve
differences in line and neutral conducto
sense resistors by measuring the voltage
doing this, the offset due to orientation an
line or neutral conductors running t
transformer can be alleviated.  A MO
voltage, high current AC switching circuit 
between switch conducting and switch isol
decision from the controller. To simplify
requirement and driver complexity, a p
(PVI) is used as a MOSFET driver.  In add
switching assembly for use in a GFI will
impedance measurement system as part o
Voltage drop across sense resistors along 
will be equal in magnitude and opposite in
there is no leakage to ground from either co

 is the fault current in

gical effects of human
 level fault current GFI
 few seconds. But for
should be able to trip
I's electronic circuitry
ches a predetermined
ven duration, a signal
it. GFI receptacles are
et as a part of the
also specifies specific
g and maintenance of

are equipped with
type relay has certain

luggish response, large
tering effects. Besides
ive force in sense coil
the current carrying
ally, the conventional
d electrocution which
d from the ground and
tly.

lator

GFI WITH SENSE

f sense resistors, pairs
solid state relay (SSR)
ventional GFI, current
ctors are detected by
ge drop across it. By
 and distance between
 through differential

OSFET based, high
uit selectively switches
solation by appropriate
lify the power supply
 photovoltaic isolator
addition, the MOSFET
ill also perform as an

t of a GFI application.
ng the line and neutral
e in polarity as long as
r conductor.

These voltage drops across
couple of linear optical ampl
difference amplifier as shown

Fig. 4 GFI wit

Fig. 5 Sense R

Fig. 6 Solid State 

A. Solid State Relay

A MOSFET based Solid St
in PCB as shown Figure 6. It
electronic equivalent of elec
switch electricity to a load. T
faster switching, robust, no 
low input control power. M
packages that offer ever-incre
on resistances, and at decrea
fact of cost advantages, suitab
to be used in SSR is still co
(PVI) is used as a gate dri
electrical isolation up to seve
control and load sides.

oss the resistors are amplified by a
plifier followed by op-amp based
n in Fig 5.

with Sense Resistors

Resistors’ Amplifier

te MOSFET-Based GFI

 State Relay (SSR) is implemented
. It is semiconductor, non thyristor
lectromechanical (EMR) relay to
. The SSR are reliable, small size,
o chattering effect, no arcing and
MOSFETs are now available in

creasing load currents, with lower
reasingly lower price.  Despite the
itable gate driver for the MOSFET
 complex. A photovoltaic isolator
driver and it has high degree of
veral hundred of volts between the
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B. Photovoltaic Isolator

The Photovoltaic Isolator can be us
isolated gate driver capable of directly dri
MOSFETs or IGBTs. A simple MOSFET
AC switch with the suitable driver con
MOSFET gate potential must be greater t
by at least one threshold voltage.

It is important to note that PVI as gate d
withstand high common mode voltage (i
hundred volts). This PVI utilizes a m
circuit photovoltaic generator as its out
controlled by radiation from a light em
which is optically isolated from the photov

The PVI is ideally suited for applicati
current and or high voltage switching w
between the low level driving circuitry 
high voltage load circuits. It can be used 
gates of power MOSFETs and are comm
DIP package.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESU

The experiment has been done with desi
Figure 6 to verify the circuit functionalit
bulb load of 50 Watts and also with rh
designed PCB has test and reset featur
corresponding push button switch for p
easily. A set of BNC connectors were used
and to tap the output to load.

A fault was introduced by test button
resistive impedance between ground 
conductors. This will create a slight imba
flow between line and neutral conducto
detected by set of sense resistors and amp
cascaded differential amplifiers. Then the 
compared by a comparator against known
the error value is higher than the th
comparator output reset the latch and cons
is disabled and thereby disconnecting the l
of the GFI is about 340µSecond after intr
shown in Figure 9.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper reviewed various personnel
applicable for various electrical applia
hazard applications. It also discussed the
conventional GFI and use of EMR in GFI.

This paper also demonstrated the 
ultrafast solid-state GFI with MOSFET ba
feasibility of designing GFI with small f
needs improvement for using it in high v
where leakage current will be significant. 
systems, phase to phase leakage current 
than single phase AC systems.

used as an optically
driving gates of power
ET can be used as an
onfiguration, because
r than source terminal

e driver should be able
(in the order of few

monolithic integrated
output. The output is
emitting diode (LED)
tovoltaic generator.
ations requiring high-

 with optical isolation
y and high-energy or
ed for directly driving
mercially available in

SULTS

esigned PCB shown in
lity of GFI with light

 rheostatic load.  The
tures by pressing the
r performing the test
sed applying AC input

ton by connecting the
d and one of the
balance in the current
ctors, which was be
mplified by couple of

he error difference was
wn threshold value. If
threshold value, the

nsequently PVI output
e load. Response time

ntroducing the fault as

nel protection devices
liances for electrical
the pros and cons of
I.

e implementation of
 based AC switch and
l form factor and still
h voltage applications,
nt. For three phase AC
nt will be even higher

Fig. 7 Voltage be

Fig. 8 Voltage a

Fig. 9 GFI’
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